Still Missing

Still Missing by Beth Gutcheon, b.1945, was ?rst published in both America and Britain in
1981. It is a dif?cult book to categorise. Is it a novel? Is it a detective story? It is in fact written
in the spare, direct style of a thriller. There is no way to de?ne this extraordinary book except
perhaps by quoting the opening section: â€˜You could hardly get to age thirty-four without
learning something about loss. By thirty-four youâ€™re bound to have lost your Swiss Army
knife, your best friend from fourth grade, your chance to be centre forward on the starting
team, your hope of the Latin prize, quite a few of your illusions, and certainly, somewhere
along the line, some signi?cant love. Susan Selky had in fact recently lost an old battle, for her
marriage to the man she was in love with, and with it, many ancillary dreams of more babies,
and of holding his hand in the dark when they were old.â€™
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Read her guest review of Still Missing: Heading to a beach? Boy do I have the book for you!
Every now and then a new author comes along that totally knocks. Still Missing: A Novel
[Chevy Stevens] on teregalounaidea.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Pulsates with
suspense jaw dropping enthralling. 11 hours ago With the death toll at 88, authorities said they
have now looked everywhere they can for identifiable human remains and expect to reopen
parts.
23 hours ago Admit it, you too had high hopes that the Russo brothers would reveal the title of
Avengers 4 late on Wednesday, right before showing the first. pp. ISBN Still Missing by Beth
Gutcheon, b, was ?rst published in both America and Britain in It is a dif?cult book to
categorise.
1 day ago Sara Robinson is still looking for answers 20 years after her son's disappearance . 3
days ago Recycled social media posts from report that the young woman who supposedly went
missing was found.
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